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ABSTRACT 
An efficient method is presented for evaluating the permanents p k of cyclic (0, 1) 
matrices of dimension and common row and column sum k. A general method is 
developed for finding recurrence rules for P,* (k fixed); the recurrence rules are given 
in semiexplicit form for the range 4 < k ~< 9. A table of p k is included for the range 
4 < k ~< 9, k ~< n < 80. The P,~ are calculated in the form 
[~-1] 
--7- 
P2=2+ Z T,~(n) 
rmX 
where the T~(n) satisfy recurrence rules given symbolically by the characteristic equations 
of certain (0, 1) matrices/7~; the latter turn out to be identical with the r-th permanental 
compounds of certain simpler matrices /71~. Finally, formal expressions for P,~ are 
given which allow one to write down the solution to the generalized Mrnage Problem 
in terms of sums over scalar products of the iterates of a set of unit vectors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider an n • n matr ix of the fol lowing form: in the first row, 
the first k elements are 1 and the rest 0; in the second row the first element 
is 0 while the next k elements are 1 and the remainder 0, and so forth, 
each row being obtained from the previous one by the cyclic permutat ion  
(123 .-. n). Such matrices are of considerable importance in finite combi-  
natorial  theory; part icular  interest attaches to the permanent of  such a 
cyclic (0, 1) matrix,  which we denote in this paper  by Pn ~. Clearly, 
Pn~ enumerates the subset of  the n! permutat ions which involve only the 
terms specified by the l 's  in the cyclic matrix. Correspondingly,  the 
permanent of  the "conjugate" matr ix  (with n -  k l ' s  in each row) 
* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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enumerates the number of permutations "inconsistent" with the l's-pattern 
of the original matrix. These P,~ therefore solve a series of restricted 
position problems which are natural generalizations of the famous 
"Rencontres" and "Mrnage" problems. For this reason it is of interest 
to derive closed expressions for Pn k. 
By a "closed expression" we shall mean only a linear recurrence relation; 
the explicit solution of the latter will not concern us. The cases k = 1, 2 
are trivial. The recurrence for k = 3 occurs in Riordan's book [1] in a 
somewhat disguised form. In our notation it would read: 
P~+2 = P~+a + p3  _ 2 (n ~ 3). (1.1) 
As we shall show later, the recurrence for the next case takes the form: 1 
P~+3 = P~+2 + P~+I q- e , '  - 4 (n )  4). (1.2) 
This, however, is the last"s imple" case. For k = 5 and 6 we shall find, 
respectively: 
P~+10 ---- 2P~+~ + 2P~+8 --  2P~+e -- 8P~+5 --  6P~+, -- 2P~+3 
-~ 2P~+ 1 -~ Pn ~ -{-- 24 (n ~ 5). (1.3) 
P~+~5 = 2P~+~4 + 2P~+1a -q- Pnr+12 - -  4P~+1o --  lSP~+a 
--  16P~+s -- 12P~+7 --  10P~+e -- 4P~+5 + 4P~+, 
+ 3P~+3 + 2Pn~ + 2P~+~ + Pn e + 96 (n ~ 6). (1.4) 
In Section 6, we give the results for k = 7, 8, 9 in a compressed notation, 
and we indicate how further results may be obtained. The technique 
developed here leads to an efficient method for calculating cyclic 
permanents; we append a numerical table for the p k for the range 
4 ~<k ~<9andn ~<80. 
2. GENERAL METHOD OF CALCULATING en ~ 
Given the integer k, we construct a cyclic (0, 1) matrix of dimension 
nmln = 2k -- 2. (2.1) 
Following a suggestion of Jurkat and Ryser [2] we think of this matrix 
as divided into an upper and lower part, each consisting of k - -  1 rows 
1 Formulae (1.1) and (1.2) have also been derived by Minc [6l using a method entirely 
different from that employed in this paper. 
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(no knowledge of the contents of [2] is required to follow the development 
in the present paper, since the technique is clearly justified by the classical 
Laplace expansion of a permanent). In the upper half we order all the 
subsets of k -- 1 columns lexicographically and for each such subset we 
evaluate the permanent of the corresponding (k -- 1) • (k -- 1) matrix. 
These permanents are then taken to be the components of a (k-a2k-~)-dlmen" 
sional upper vector R(k; nmin). Note that all the components are non-zero. 
For each (k -  1)-subset we construct from the lower half the matrix 
formed from the remaining k -  1 columns; its permanent will then be 
the corresponding component of a lower vector C(k). (This corresponds 
to treating the lower half of the cyclic matrix in the same manner as the 
upper half except hat the components are ordered anti-lexicographically.) 
Clearly, 
k P~m~n = R(k; nm,n) 9 C(k) (2.2) 
where the dot denotes as usual the scalar product. 
We now consider the case n = nmin + 1, and again divide the matrix 
into two parts, the upper part consisting of k rows and the lower part 
of k -- 1 rows. It will now be observed that the k-th column of the lower 
part is identically zero. Therefore, to obtain a non-zero contribution to 
the permanent we are forced to include the k-th column in the upper part. 
In other words, we must construct our vector R(k; nmln -~- 1) using all 
k-subsets which include the k-th column. These are again in number 
just ~2k-2~ (k-1). The corresponding lower vector (in which we omit the identically 
zero k-th column) is again C(k). The same construction applies for all 
n ~- nnain ; if n = nmln -+" d (d > 0) we must form R(k; n) from the 
(k 1 -~ d)-subsets which include the columns k, k + 1 ..... k -- I + d. 
C(k) is therefore a constant vector and we can solve the problem by finding 
a recurrence for the (~k_]2)-dimensional upper vector R(k; n). 
To find the desired recurrence rule we consider the case n = nmln  q- 1 
and decompose the lexicographically ordered k-subsets into disjoint sets 
according to the position of the k-th column. For example, if k = 5 and 
t/ = nmln  q- 1 = 9, the decomposition takes the form: 
1 2 3 4 5 l term, 
i j k 5 1 4 groups of 4 terms each, 
i j 5 k I 6 groups of 6 terms each, 
i 5 j k 1 4 groups of 4 terms each, 
5 6 7 8 9 lterm. 
The total number of terms is: 
1 + 42 -J- 62 -]- 43 + 1 = 70 = 0 t2k-2~ 
= k / . - - i  ] "  
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The single terms 12345 and 56789 are 
the terms ijk51, l = 6, 7, 8, 9. A typical 
of which the first term has the matrix 
both equal to 1. We now consider 
group is 12356, 12357, 12358, 12359 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 . 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
If we expand the permanent of this matrix by the bottom row we obtain 
two terms which correspond precisely to the permanents of the two 
matrices formed from the column subsets 1235, 1236 in the n = nmin 
configuration. Carrying out this expansion for all four terms we verify 
the vector equation: 
(i235i) (i 23 !) 2 3 5 = U 2 3 where the subsets tand 
2 3 5 2 3 for the corresponding 
2 3 5 2 3 permanents 
and U is the matrix 
(2.3) 
( 10 
U= 0 1 (2.4) 
0 0 " 
0 0 
A similar result holds for the other three groups of terms 1245/, 13451, 
and 23451. It is easily verified that the four groups of terms i5jkl each 
form a vector transforming under U tr. Similarly, the six groups of terms 
ij5kl transform under the 6 x 6 matrix 
(i I 0 1 0 V= 000 110 100  010 
The full O-dimensional upper vector R(5; 
following sub-vectors 
(a) the constant 2, 






9) is now decomposed into the 
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(c) six 6-vectors each transforming under V, 
(d) four 4-vectors each transforming under U tr. 
The components within each group (except for the constant erms) are 
in strictly sequential lexicographic order but the groups of the same 
type are not necessarily contiguous. Now it is clear that the same relations 
hold between n and n -- 1 for all n ~> nmln 4- 1. Therefore if we have 
recurrence rules for the matrices U, U tr, and V we automatically have 
recurrence rules for the corresponding subvectors. By the Hamilton- 
Cayley theorem, however, each of these matrices satisfies its own 
characteristic equation. Specifically: 
U 4-  U a -  U 2 -  U - - I=0 .  (2.6) 
V 6 -  V 5 -2V  4 -  2V a -  2V 2 4- V4- I=0.  (2.7) 
Therefore, for some sub-vector , j transforming under U we have the 
rec urrence 
J J ~" J '=0 .  
rn+4 - -  rn+3 - -  rn+2 - -  rn+l  - -  rn  ~ (2.8) 
Since U tr also satisfies (2.6), its subvectors have the same recurrence. 
An analogous result holds for the six subvectors transforming under V. 
Now let T~5(n) stand for the sum of the scalar products of the eight 
4-vectors transforming under either U or U tr with the appropriate com- 
ponents of the lower vector C(5), and let TzS(n) represent the analogous 
quantity constructed from the six 6-vectors transforming under V. We 
may then write: 
p,5 = T S(n) 4- T25(n) 4- 2, (2.9) 
where T~(n) and T25(n) satisfy, respectively, the recurrence rules: 
T15(n 4- 4) -- T15(n 4- 3) -- T~5(n 4- 2) -- T15(n 4- 1) -- T15(n) =0.  (2.10) 
T25(n 4- 6) -- T2~(n 4- 5) -- 2T25(n 4- 4) -- 2T25(n + 3) 
-- 2Tz~(n 4- 2) 4- T2~(n 4- 1) 4- T250t) = O. (2.11) 
Now it is clear that the quantity p5  _ 2 will satisfy the symbolic product 
of (2.10) and (2.11); that is, we form the product 
(x 4_x  3 -x  2 -x -  1)(x 6_x  5 -2x  4 -2x  3 -  2x ~4-x+ 1)=0 
and replace ach power x"  by P~+m -- 2. Carrying this out and transposing 
the constant term we have the recurrence rule (1.3) of Section 1 
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(Introduction). The construction as given is only valid for n ~ nmin ~ 8; 
nevertheless, (1.3) holds all the way down to n = 5. The validity of the 
recurrence rule for the range k ~< n < nmln will be demonstrated in 
Section 4. 
It is now clear how to proceed in the general case. First we write down 
all the k-subsets of  the integers 1, 2 ..... 2k - -  1 which contain the element k, 
i.e., the sets {Jl, J~ ,..., jk} where Ji = k for some i. We write each of these 
in increasing order, j l  < J2 < "'" < Jk and arrange the whole collection 
of  (~_]2) sequences in lexicographic order. For  each sequence {Jl ,..., Jk} 
we construct he permanent of  the corresponding k • k matrix whose 
columns are just the columns J i ,  J2 ..... jk of  the first k rows of the cyclic 
matrix of  dimension nmin -J- 1 = 2k --  1. These permanents are in turn 
taken to be the components of the vector R(k; 2k -- 1). Let r be the 
distance of  the element k f rom the right-hand end of the sequence. Then 
the vector R(k; 2k -- 1) may be decomposed into k types of  subvectors 
corresponding to the valueS r = 0, 1 ..... k --  1. For r ---- 0 and r = k --  1 
the corresponding element is just 1. For any other r, the subvector type 
further decomposes into (kT~) subvectors, each of dimension ~j.tk-~a Within 
each subvector, the sequences labeling the components are strictly 
sequential. In going from n --  1 to n each of these subvectors transforms 
under the same (k~l) • (k71) (0, 1) matrix which we shall call /],k. The 
decomposition is complete because 
r=0 r 
(2.12) 
by a well-known identity. 
The sequences {Jl .... , Jk}, j i ~- k for some i, are in 1-1 correspondence 
with the sequences {Jl ..... Jk-1} chosen from the set {1, 2 ..... 2k --  2} where 
there is no restriction on the Ji ; the latter serve to label the permanents 
of  the (k --  1) • (k -- 1) matrices constructed from the first k --  1 rows 
of the n = nmln = 2k -  2 configuration. The lower vector C(k) 
constructed from the lower half of the cyclic matrix of this configuration 
is, of course, obtained from the vector R(k; 2k -- 2) by a permutation 
which we need not specify at this stage. Assuming that C(k) is known, 
we introduce the quantities T~k(n) which are the sums of the scalar products 
of  the subvectors of type r and of type k - -  1 --  r with the appropriate 
components of  C(k). We may then write 
p,,k = 2 + ~ T~k(n). (2.13) 
r=l 
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The reason for taking the types r and k -- 1 -- r together is that the 
corresponding matrices (//,k)tr and / /k  - l- ,  turn out to be similar and 
hence have the same characteristic equation; this will be proved in the 
next section. 
Let f ,k (x)  be the characteristic equation of the matrix H~ k. We form 
the product 
l-I frk(x) = 0 = Z Cikxi (2.14) 
r= l  i=0 
where 
M(k)  ~- 
k--1 
[---g-] k -  1 z ( r )  
The linear recurrence rule is then 
M(7c) i (k )  
Cepe _ 2 ~ Ci e= 0. (2.15) ~i  n+i 
i=0 i=0 
In order to write (2.15) in explicit form it is of course necessary to know 
the coefficients Cik; in other words, we must be able to find the character- 
istic equations f i?(x) = 0 of the matr ices//r  k. To date we have not found 
any algorithmic procedure for accomplishing this and have had to resort 
to a direct method (we have used the method of Faddeev [3] which 
for (0, 1) matrices is a practical procedure on an electronic omputer up 
to at least dimension n = 70). The case r = 1 is exceptional, however; 
//1 k has a particularly simple structure, its first column consisting entirely 
of l's while the remaining non-zero elements (all, of course, equal to l) 
fill up the upper semidiagonal (cf. Section 3). //1~ is therefore already 
in Frobenius normal form, and its characteristic equation can immediately 
be written: 
k--1 
f lk(x)  = xk-a --  Z xk- l - i  = O. (2.16) 
i=1 
Incidentally, we now see why the recurrence rule (1.2) for k = 4 has 
such a simple form. The only matrix which occurs is//14: 
( lZ) /-I14 = 0 
0 
(2.17) 
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for which the characteristic equation is 
x 3 -x  ~-x -  1 ---- 0. (2.18) 
Consequent ly , / ,4  _ 2 satisfies the difference quation of  which (2.18) is 













3. STRUCTURE OF THE MATRICES Hr  k 
Consider, for some fixed k, a given ordered k-subset {Jl ..... Jk} of  the 
n ~ nmin -4- 1 = 2k --  1 configuration (recall that these subsets have the 
restriction that Ji = k for some i). I f  we form the corresponding k • k 
matrix and expand its permanent by the last row, we obtain a series of  
terms each one of which is a permanent corresponding to some (k - -  1)- 
subset of  the nmin configuration. This expansion is equivalent o listing 
all "legal" (k -  1)-subsets of  {Jl ..... jk} containing all Ji which satisfy 
j~ < k; by "legal" we mean that the largest element of  any (k --  1)-subset 
must be less than 2k --  1. As before, we denote by r the distance of the 
term j, ---- k from" the right-hand end of the original k-subset, i.e., 
r = k - -  i, j i = k. (3.1) 
to facilitate the subsequent discussion we introduce the notation: 
Le tK={1,2  ..... k - -  1}. 
Let K~ be the set of all (k~l) r-subsequences. 
Let St(j) = {j~, .~ ,..., jr}, j~ < A < "'" < jr be a typical sub- 
sequence belonging to Kr.  Occasionally, we shall omit the 
argument j when no confusion can arise. 
Let 5r be the lexicographic index of St(j). 
Let S~.~(j) be the (r --  1)-subsequence obtained from Sr(j) by 
deleting the v-th element. 
Let St(j) + 1 = {Jx + 1, J2 + 1,..., f l  + 1} be the translation 
of S~(j) by 1. S~(j) + n, n > 0 is similarly defined. 
By S~(j) - -  1, we shall mean 
(a) {Jl --  1, j2 --  1 ..... f i  - -  1} i f j l  > 1, and 
(b) {J2 --  1, Ja --  1,..., f l  - -  1} if j l  = 1. St(j) -- n is then defined 
by induction (i.e., all elements ~< 0 are dropped). 
Let S*(j) = {k --  f i ,  k --  fl_l ..... k --  j~} be the dual of St(j). 
Let S~(j) be the complement of  St(j) in K. Clearly 
~)SXj) = (k;1) ~_ 1 - -  o~Sr(j). 
(Note that S~(j) is a (k --  1 --  r)-subsequence of K.) 
Let T,+t(i) = {k, S~(i) + k}. 
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In terms of this notation the permanental expansion by the last row 
is equivalent to the set decomposition: If jk < 2k -- 1 
r+l t {S~(j), T~+~(i)}--+ ~, {S;(j), Tr+L,(i)}; P=I 
but, if jk = 2k -- 1, (3.2) 
{S;(j), T~+~(i)} --+ {S~(j), T~+1.~+1(i)} (a single term). 
If we perform the decompositions (3.2) for all the (kTa) subsequences 
S~(i) ~ Kr,  we can describe the result as a (0, 1) matrix of dimensions 
(k71) x (kTa) whose rows are labeled by k-subsets and whose columns are 
labeled by (k -- 1)-subsets. These two types are of course in 1-1 corre- 
spondence. For labeling purposes it is convenient to convert he (k -- 1)- 
subsets into k-subsets of the same lexicographic ndex. It is easy to see that 
~,r Tr+l,~(i)} = c~(S~(j), k, T,.+~,,(i) ~- 1), (3.3) 
for all v. 
I f  we introduce this identity into (3.2) (so that both sides are written 
as k-sets), then we see that the elements S~(j) and k are invariant. 
Consequently, we can label the rows and columns of our matrix by the 
r-subsequences T~+x.~(i)+ 1; shifting the origin by k, we can equally 
well use the r-subsequences S~(i) as labels. We can therefore give the 
following constructive definition of the matrices/7~: 
i l. If for row s----s i~ <<k- -  1, l's appear in the r q- 1 
columns indexed by the r-subsequences 
(A) D {1, Sr,~(i) q- 1}, v = 1, 2,..., r and by S~(i) q- 1. 
2. If for row s---- s i~ =k- -  1, a 1 appears in the single 
column indexed by the r-subsequence (1, S~ r(i) § 1}. \ 
Although we shall make no explicit use of the result, it is easy to prove, 
using (A), the following 
THEOREM 1. The matrix Hr k is the r-th permanental compound of ]-I1 ~. 
The permanental compound has been encountered before [4]. Its 
definition is analogous to that of the ordinary compound except hat all 
determinants are replaced by the corresponding permanents. 
DEFINITION. Let M be an n • n matrix. Then the r-th permanental 
compound of M, Pr(M), is the (~) • ('~) matrix whose elements are the 
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r-th permanental minors of M. The labeling of the rows and columns 
of P~(M) is lexicographic with respect to the ordered r-subsets of 
N---- {1, 2,..., n). 
The structure of/71 k has already been given (cf. Section 2). (It also 
follows from (A).) Let us write down the r x (k --  1) array composed 
of the rows/1, i2 ..... i~ of / /aL If  ira < k -- 1, the im-th row has a 1 in the 
first column and a 1 in the (im+a)-th column; the (k -- 1)-th row, however, 
has a 1 only in the first column. Now the r X r permanental minors of 
this arrayare clearly all 0 or 1. Furthermore, they are 1 precisely for those 
columns specified by (A). This establishes the identity, row by row, 
of H~ k and P~(Illk). 
Unfortunately, the permanental compound is not in general an 
"invariant" matrix [5]; for example, it is not generally true that 
P~(M 2) = P~(M)P~(M). In fact, for the present case, it is easy to show 
that 
P,.((/7~k) ~) 3& P~(/7~ k) P~(H~). (3.4) 
For this reason we have not been able to use symmetric function theory 
to find the coefficients of the characteristic equation of/7~ kfrom the known 
. 
coefficients for /71 k. (In other words, the roots of f~k(x) = 0 do not 
appear to be simply related to the roots of f~k(x) = 0.) It is, however, 
true that 
(/-/k)-, =_ p,.((H ~)-1). (3.5) 
Since we shall not use this fact in the sequel, we omit the proof. One 
important property o f / - /k  that we have already used is the content of 
THEOREM II. There exists a (k71) • (k71) permutation matrix P(k, r) 
such that 
H~_I_~ = P-l(k, r)(/7~k) tr P(k, r). (3.6) 
PROOE: First we shall give an explicit construction for P(k, r) and then 
we shall prove that the construction is correct. 
In the notation (N) we write 
S* = {k -- L ,  k -- j~_l ..... k -- Jl} (3.7) 
where the asterisk denotes the dual. 
Now the mapping S~ --+ S* is a 1-1 permutation mapping of the set of 
all S,. onto itself. Similarly the mapping &~ -+ 5eS~ is a permutation of 
the integers 1, 2,..., (k~). We then assert: 
P(k, r) is the (k~-l)• (~1) permutation matrix whose rows and 
columns are labeled by the index ~,eS~ such that in row s = s 
there is a 1 in columns j ----- &aS*'. 
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I f  this assertion is true, then the operation 
P- l (k ,  r)(Hr~) tr P(k, r) 
is equivalent to the following: 
Take a column of Hr  k (i.e., a row of (Hrk)tr). It is labeled by some 
r-subset and has either k - - r  or I non-zero element(s) which are row 
labels of  H J  ~. Perform the dual-complement operation on the column 
label and on all the k --  r row labels (or the single row label). The result 
is then asserted to be a row label of  H,~_a_r and a set o fk  - -  r (or 1) column 
label(s) of this matrix. In other words (Hrk) tr has been permutationally 
transformed, row by row, into H~_l_r. 
In the proof  it is convenient o distinguish formally between a " row 
label" and a "column label." 
DEFINITION. (1) A row label is an ordered r-subset Sr of  K written in 
"untranslated" form: Sr = {Jl ,..., jr}. (2) A column label is an ordered 
r-subset of  K written in "translated" form {Jl + 1, j~ + 1 ..... jr  + 1}. 
Thus a given row label {S~(j)} has the column label form {St(j) + 1} where 
j ,  __~ j~ - 1. 
Consider now some column of ]7/~. Its label is either of  the form 
{1, ml+ 1 ..... mr - l+  l) or {ml+ 1 ..... mr+ I}. Suppose it is of  the 
first form. Then the non-zero elements of  this column have the k -- r row 
labels which contain Sr_~ ~ {ml ..... mr_~} as a subsequence. I f  we perform 
the dual-complement operation on these row labels we see that the 
resulting sequences (of length k --  l -- r) are just those which do not 
contain the elements k -  mr-1 ..... k -  m~, i.e., do not contain S*_I. 
These are in fact all such sequences, since (a) they are all distinct, 
(b) there are k --  r of them, and (c) there are just k --  r possible subsets 
of order k --  1 --  r contained in Sr_~, the complement of  S'r_1 9 Now 
perform the dual-complement operation on the column label {1, Sr_~ + 1}; 
the resulting set will not contain S*r_~ -- 1. Since in particular it does 
not contain the element k -- l, there will be k --  r sets generated from 
this set according to the construction (A) with r -+  k --  1 -- r; in other 
words, writing {1, St-1 + 1}*' in row label form, there will be k -  r 
column labels, and all these column labels will not contain S* since r--I ' 
{1, Sr-1-]-l}*' does not contain the predecessor S*_ I -  1 of  S*_ 1. 
Therefore, we have shown that the dual-complement operation per- 
formance on this column of Hr  k gives precisely a row of H~_a_r. 
I f  the column label is of  the second kind, namely Sr § 1, then the only 
non-zero element has the row label Sr 9 The dual-complement of this, S~*', 
does not contain S*. On the other hand, (St § 1)*' does not contain 
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S* --  1 but does contain the element k -- 1. Considered as a row label 
o f / /~-~- r ,  the single nonzero element of this row has a column label 
that does not contain S*. Hence the corresponding column o fHr  k has been 
transformed into a row of/7~_~_r, and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
Since /7~_1_~ has been shown to be similar to (//k)tr,  and since a 
matrix and its transpose have the same characteristic equation, we can, 
for the purpose of deriving a recurrence rule, take /7~ k and /7~_1_ ~ 
together as we did in (2.13). 
4. VALIDITY OF THE RECURRENCE RULES FOR k ~ n ~ nmin 
Let e~(k, r) be the j-th unit vector of dimension (k~l), i.e., the vector 
with a 1 in the j-th position and zeros elsewhere. We begin this section by 
studying the sequence of iterates (Hrk)" ej(k, r), n = 1, 2 ..... In general, 
(I-I~) ~ ej(k, r) = ~. Ci~ei(k, r), 
where the Ci ~ are non-negative integers. At the moment, however, we wish 
to consider only the number of non-zero components C~ ~ > 0 and not 
the C? ~ themselves. This motivates the following 
DEFINITION. Let 
(~7 ~) 
(II~k)" er r) = ~ C'~'~(k, r) ei(k, r) 
i~1 
and let a~.i(k, r) =- C~(k, r) (mod 1). We then write 
r 
v?(k, r) ~ ~ aj~(k, r). 
i~ l  
(4.1) 
vj~(k, r) is clearly the desired quantity, i.e., the number of non-zero 
components of the n-th iterate of e~(k, r) under Hr  k. 
We can prove the following: 
THEOREM III. Let 
b i~ (k - -1  --t ( r - - i ) ) ,  i = O, 1 .... , r; Sr = {ml ,  m s ,..., m,.} 
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and let j = ~S~ be the index o f  S~ . Then the sequence 
{v~l(k, r), v~2(k, r) ..... vjn(k, r)} 
is identical with the sequence 
{h m1-1hm2-ml  . . .  hmr -mr - lhn+l -mr~ ~0 ~1 ~r - -1  ~r  ) (4.2) 
where the latter is written in the usual part it ion notation. 
PROOF: It follows from the structure of/1,~, as given by (A), that, if 
k--2 J > (~-1), the column label form o fS , ,  {zh~ + 1 ..... m~ + 1}, zh~ ~ m~ --  1 
has ml ~ 1, while, if j ~ k-2 (~-x), ml = 0. Take first the case j ~ (~-1)k-2 and 
rewrite the column label in the form: 
{1,  S t_  1 ~- 1}, St-1 = {f t l ,  /-s ..... /~r--1}, /~i = ~'bi+l 9 
The non-zero elements of  this column are the k --  r elements whose row 
labels contain S~_~ as a subset. The first iterate of  ej(k, r) is therefore the 
k- - r  
sum ~8=1 e~ where i~ is the index of the s-th row label. We now rewrite 
each row label as a column label and repeat the process. While the first 
k - -  r row labels all contain S~_I as a common subset, the second iterate of  
ej(k, r) will result in a set of  row labels having Sr- I  --  1 in common. 
In the first case the number of distinct components i just the number of 
r-subsets of  K with r --  1 common elements: 
(k - -  1 - - ( r - -  1)) 
vjl(k, r) = k - -  r = 1 " 
Now let cr,,_~(n) be the order of S~-I -- n, where it is understood that all 
elements ~ 0 are to be dropped (cf. (N)). Clearly, then, ~_1(2) is either 
r --  1 or r --  2 depending on whether/~1 -- 1 is greater than or equal to 
zero. In the first case vj~(k, r) = k - -  r, while in the second case 
In general 
v~(k, r) = (k  - -  I - -  (r - -  2 2)). 
~?(k,  r) = (k - -  1 - -  O,-l(n)~ 
r -  ~_ l (n )  ! 
(4.3) 
and since the sequence of a's is in 1-1 correspondence with the exponents 
in (4.2) the theorem is verified for j ~ (r-1).k-z 
I f j  > (~-~),we clearly have vii(k, r) = 1 ; it is obvious that the sequence 
of v's will remain 1 for precisely m = m 1 --  1 steps, i.e., until the new 
k--2 index j(m) satisfies j(~') ~ (~-1). This completes the proof  of  Theorem III. 
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Let us now choose some subvector of  type r from the n ----- nmin con- 
figuration. The first permanental component of such a vector corresponds 
to the sequence {Jl , J2 ..... Jk- l -r  , k, k 4- 1 .... , k 4- r --  1} (i.e., an ordered 
(k -  1)-subset of  {1, 2,.,., 2k -  2}). I f  we expand the corresponding 
permanent by the last row, we obtain a series of  (k -- 2)-subsets of  
{1,2 ..... 2k - -3} ;  if j k - l -~- - - -k - -1  these will be r4 -  I in number, 
but if j~_l_~ < k --  1 only r subsets will be generated. Performing this 
operation on all (~;1) components- -which is equivalent o operating on 
the vector with (/7~k)-~---we shall obtain a new vector which has again 
(k;1) non-zero components if Jk-l-~ = k --  1, but only tr--1)'~--Z non-zero 
components if Jk-a-~ < k --  1. On continuing this process we see that 
the successive numbers of non-zero components form a sequence 
depending on the differences k - -  ji which is identical in form to (4.2) read 
in reverse. Now any (~;-X)-dimensional vector of  non-negative integers 
can be written in the form ~2 Ci'~e~(k, r); in particular, the permanental 
vector under discussion can be so written. Furthermore, it is obvious 
from the proof  of  Theorem I I I  that any initial vector whose iterates form 
the sequence (4.2) must be a multiple of a single unit vector e~(k, r). 
Since the permanental decomposition process terminates in a vector with a 
single componeni  equal to 1, it follows that each permanental subvector 
of  the n = nmln configuration must be equal to the (k --  1)-th iterate of  
some unit vector ej(k, r). Using the fact that the subsequences S*_' l_~(j) 
are in 1-1 correspondence with the row labels {St(j)}, we can establish 
the following theorem (we omit the details, which are straightforward): 
THEOREM IV. Let  Rrt(k; nmln) be the j-th (upper) subvector o f  type r 
o f  the n = nmln configuration. Then 
R / (k ;  ninth) = (H~k) ~-1 ej,(k, r), j ,  = (k --r 1) 4- 1 --  j. (4.4) 
Let us now turn to the consideration of  the cyclic matrices of  dimension 
n <~ nmin 9 We fix k and consider first n = nmin --  1 = 2k --  3. Let us 
divide this into an upper part o f  k --  2 rows and a lower part of  
k --  1 rows, The permanent can again be written as a scalar product of  
an upper vector and a lower vector but the dimension is now 
 )(or 
In order to apply our recurrence rule to this case we must rewrite this as 
the scalar product of two vectors, both of  dimension 
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furthermore, the lower vector must be the C(k) of  the n = nmln case. 
To this end, choose any k --  1 columns of  the lower part and construct 
the corresponding (k --  1) • (k - -  1) matrix. I f  the column k --  1 is not 
one of  those chosen, the permanent of  the matrix will be identical with 
some component of  C(k). I f  the column k -  1 is included, however, 
there is no corresponding component in C(k). This column, however, 
is just the sum of the columns k - -  1 and k of  C(k). Therefore if we expand 
the permanent of  the (k --  1) • (k --  l) submatrix by this column, we 
obtain two terms which can be identified as components of  C(k). In 
general, we can equate our (~-la)-dimensional lower vector with C(k) 
if in the latter we replace by zero all components whose defining sequences 
contain both elements k -- 1 and k. Alternatively, we can use the full C(k) 
if we can rewrite our (~-13)-dimensional upper vector as a (~-~)-dimensional 
one with zero components corresponding to those sequences of  the nmln 
configuration whose complements do not contain either of  the dements 
k -- 1 or k. Correspondingly, the actual components of  our upper vector 
will appear as two terms of the (~k_-~2)-dimensional upper vector whenever 
the corresponding lower vector component is the sum of  two terms, 
each of which is a component of  C(k). In fact, all this is accomplished 
automatically by extending our recurrence rule backwards to n = nmin --  1, 
i.e., by using instead of the original upper vector, the vector whose 
subvectors are 
Rr~(k; 2k -- 3) = (Hrk) k-2 e~,(k, r). (4.5) 
Similarly, in the general case n =nmtn-  d = 2k -  2 -  d we divide 
the n • n cyclic matrix into two parts, an upper part of  k - -  1 --  d rows 
and a lower part of k -- 1 rows. On expanding the permanents of  all 
(k -  1 )•  (k -  1) submatrices in the lower part we recover all the 
components of  C(k) except those corresponding to the sequences which 
contain one or more of the pairs 
(k -- d ,k ) , (k  -- d+ 1, k + 1),..., (k --  1, k + d - -  1). 
To use the full C(k) we must rewrite the (~_-~_-aa)-vector as a (~k_-i2)-vector 
with zero components corresponding to those sequences of  the n : nrnln 
configuration whose complements include one or more of  the excluded 
pairs. This again is accomplished by using the vector composed of  the 
subvectors 
Rfl(k; 2k -- 2 -- d) : (H~k) k-x-a ej,(k, r), j = 1, 2,..., (k --r 1), all r. 
(4.6) 
To show that this is correct, we must consider the operation of  iterating 
a unit vector more closely. Now a typical permanent subvector of  type r 
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will have components corresponding in the nmln  ~- 1 configuration to the 
sequences {S;(j), k, Sr(rn) + 1}, the equivalent in the nmln configuration 
being the sequences {S;(j), S~(m)}. This permanent subvector is, according 
to Theorem IV, the (k -- 1)-th iterate of the unit vector ej,(k, r), where 
j '  = ~Ss : SfSr(j), say. The first iterate Hrkej,(k, r) will contain 
only those terms corresponding to those sets having {S~(j) --  1} as a subset. 
I f  j l  > I then there is just one term, while if j l  = 1 there are k -- r terms. 
In the nmin configuration the corresponding sequences are of the 
form {S)(j), S~( j )+ k -  2}. Now for n = k the excluded pairs are 
(2, k), (3, k+ 1) ..... (k - -  1 ,2k - -3 ) ,  i.e., d=k- -2 .  It is clearly 
impossible for both elements of any pair to be lacking in the sequences 
Fl~es,(k, r). Furthermore, since all terms of the n = k configuration are 1 
(since the original configuration consists of a single row of l's), we see that 
p k = Z R / (k ,  k) 9 C(k) ~- 2. (4.7) 
r,j 
In general, for n ----- k -~ m, m ~ k -- 2, the elements of each excluded 
pair of C(k) differ by k § m -- 2. It is easily verified that the permanental 
sequences corresponding to (Hrk) k+m ej,(k, r) must include at least one 
element of each pair. It may further be shown--we omit the details--that 
the permanental components of the original upper vector for n = k + m 
are precisely the non-zero components of (H~) k+m e~,(k, r). One merely 
has to verify the fact that in the permanental expansion by the last row the 
indices of the resulting terms--considered as sequences of the main 
configuration--are in 1-1 correspondence l xicographically with the 
non-zero components of (Hrk) k+m e~,(k, r). We therefore have 
THEOREM V. The recurrence rules established for n ~ nmln also hold 
for k ~ n < nmin .  
5. MORE EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR Pn k 
In this section we shall derive more explicit formulae for the cyclic 
permanents in terms of sums over iterates of unit vectors. The resulting 
expressions are not useful for calculation but may have some theoretical 
interest. 
Consider the m-th subvector of type r in the n = nmin  configuration. 
We denote its i-th component by ,~i . R r 9 (k, 2k -- 2). This component is 
indexed by some (k -- 1)-sequence of {1, 2,..., 2k -- 2}. In forming the 
scalar product, the component of C(k) which multiplies R~ "i will be 
indexed by the complementary sequence taken from the lower half of 
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the cyclic matrix. But, for n = nmln ,  the upper and lower arrays are 
identical except for a cyclic permutation of the columns. It is easy to see 
that the full contribution to the scalar product--call it ~-,~(m)--is given by 
r 
R, '(k; 2k 2) 2k E m i ~r~',i" - -  R r (k ;  - -  2 ) ,  (5 .1 )  
i=1 
r (5.2) 
i '~(k - -1 )  q- - r  
Clearly, in view of Theorem V, this may be generalized to any n: 
r 
T~k(m; n) ~ m.i m'.i" = Rr (k; 2k R~ (k; ,,) --  2) 
i=1 
(5.3) 
' i '  with m, given by (5.2). Therefore, 
k--2 (k~l )  
e. :Z Z 
r=l  m=l  
rr~(m; n) q- 2. (5.4) 
Let us now introduce, for each pair (k, r), the (~Tx)2-dimensional unit 
vector E~(k, r) and define the sum 
r 
6(k, 0 ---- Z E,,(k, r) 
i=l 
(5.5) 
where the s~ are given recursively by 
S 1 ~ 
r ' 
r  l)_j+ ..... 
(5.6) 
Let Rr(k; n) be the full (~l)~-dimensional subvector of type r. Then 
we have 
R,,(k; n) = (I(k, r) • 1-lr~) '~-~+1 G(k, r), (5.7) 
where I(k, r) is the unit matrix of order (~Tx). 
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Further, let C~(k) be the full (k;1)2-dimensional subvector of C(k) 
of type r, and introduce a new matrix D~ k given by 
Dr k = [J(k, r)FI~kJ(k, r)] • I(k, r), (5.8) 
where J(k, r) is the (~;1) • (k71) matrix with l's along the anti-diagonal 
(recall that the operation JAJ  completely reverses the rows and columns 
of A). Then, as a short calculation shows: 
C~(k) = [D,k] k-1 G(k, r) (5.9) 
with G(k, r) given by (5.5). 
Therefore, we have, finally: 
k-2 
Pn k = ~ Rr(k; n) 9 Cr(k) q- 2, n ~ k, (5.10) 
where the quantities Rr(k; n) and Cr(k) are as defined above (equations 
5.5 through 5.9). 
Note that (5.10) allows us to write down a more or less explicit (though 
useless) expression for the "generalized M6nage Problem," i.e., the number 
of permutations inconsistent with k successive cyclic permutations; 
for given k, this is the "conjugate" problem mentioned in Section 1, 
i.e., its solution is p~-k. 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we present all relevant numerical results for the range 
4 ~< k <~ 9. These are given in tabular form at the end of this paper; 
each table is described below. All calculations were done on the 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory's MANIAC II computer. 
TABLE I: 
in the form 
The characteristic equation of the matrix/-/k can be written 
r ) 
f~k(x) = ~ ai(k; r) x ~ = O. (6.1) 
i=0 
The table lists the various ai(k; r) for the range 
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TABLE I 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS 
k-I 
(~)  
f~k(x) = ~ ai(k; r)x ~ = 0 
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i ai(5; 2) a~(6; 2) ai(7; 2) a~(7; 3) ai(8; 2) ai(8; 3) 
0 1 1 --1 1 --1 --1 
1 1 1 --1 1 --1 --1 
2 - -2  0 0 - -3 0 1 
3 - -2  1 2 1 0 --1 
4 - -2  1 2 3 --1 2 
5 --1 --6 0 --11 - - I  --2 
6 1 --5 6 --13 0 --6 
7 --3 6 --4 10 30 
8 --2 4 16 10 26 
9 --1 --12 12 4 --10 
10 1 --10 --4 0 14 
l l  --6 8 6 --30 
12 --4 28 6 26 
13 --2 20 4 46 
14 --1 --21 --28 --310 
15 l --17 --22 --250 
16 --9 --13 40 
17 --5 --7 36 
18 --3 --4 --128 
19 -- I  - -2 --112 
20 1 --1 --10 
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TABLE I (continued) 
i ai(9; 2) ai(9; 3) ai(9; 4) i ai(9; 3) ai(9; 4) 
0 1 - -1 1 
1 1 --1 1 
2 0 1 --4 
3 0 --2 1 
4 --2 --2 --5 
5 --2 --2 --10 
6 0 2 29 
7 0 0 --47 
8 --10 40 --110 
9 --11 44 25 
10 --5 --22 315 
11 0 58 154 
12 20 102 465 
13 20 78 653 
14 8 --50 --2168 
15 0 106 761 
16 28 --540 2259 
17 28 --688 --3908 
18 19 199 --2803 
19 11 --239 --1119 
20 --56 --1665 --3704 
21 --44 --980 --3531 
22 --26 388 10915 
23 --14 --1148 --766 
24 --8 3684 --7487 
25 --4 5128 14369 
26 --2 --344 13286 
27 --1 --736 12165 
28 1 11116 1715 
29 6220 20014 
30 --1316 --12171 
31 132 --41907 
32 --5596 43724 
33 --6396 32253 
34 --1392 --82389 
35 632 --26744 
36 --4259 --1517 
37 --5071 --129557 
38 --2241 23868 
39 566 187907 
40 2270 --72103 
41 2430 --71846 
42 1242 210071 
43 24 75323 
44 496 --7394 
45 660 35099 
46 490 --33287 
47 250 --62730 
48 --354 --10733 
49 --242 16623 
50 --114 --20176 
51 --46 --33717 
52 --20 --15423 
53 --8 --324 
54 --3 5919 
55 --1 9267 
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The case r = 1 is omitted since the characteristic equation in this case 
is given explicitly by equation (2.16). For each k and r the coefficients 
ai(k; r) furnish a recurrence rule for TrY(n): 
r 
ai(k; r) Trk(n -5 i) = O, n ~ k. (6.2) 
i=0 
As mentioned earlier, the ai(k; r) were found by applying the method of  
Faddeev [3] to the matrix/-/k. 
TABLE II: In this table we list, for each k and r, the values of  T~k(n) 
for the range 
k ~ n <~ ( k - -1) -F k -5 
TABLE II 
n Tt(n) T~(n)  T~(n) T?(n) T~(n) 
4 22 
5 42 52 66 
6 78 102 161 114 604 
7 142 198 379 226 1626 
8 262 382 881 446 4290 
9 734 2047 878 11192 
10 1416 4790 1726 29090 
11 11177 3390 75726 






7 240 2382 2416 
8 478 6722 7631 
9 950 18758 23677 
10 1886 51970 72707 
11 3742 143442 222135 
12 7422 395586 678303 
13 14718 1092158 2075347 
14 29196 3019838 6362804 
15 8344818 19485405 
16 23054146 59650687 
17 63689958 182612029 
18 175960522 559103707 
19 486157638 1711916987 
20 1343197154 5241647367 
21 3711029598 16048596064 
22 10252933954 49136758051 
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These tables (I and II) therefore give sufficient information to al low the 
extension of  the main table (Table III) by use of  the recurrences (6.2). 
In each case one extra value is included so that the reader may check the 
recurrence for himself. The T,.k(n) were calculated by one-step iteration 
as described in equations (4.4) and (5.3), with 
( /o i l )  ( /~[1) 
z,k(n) E ~?(m;n)+ E ~ " : "rk_a-~(m, n), r 3& k --  1 - -  r; (6.3) 




































































































































































































































































I 5 4849941 20 
16 1837702081 
17 6971687183 
I 8 2646931 901 4 
1 9 1 004341 84985 
20 3809823881 45 
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TABLE III: This Table gives the main results, namely the values of  Pn k, 
4 ~< k ~< 9, k ~ n ~< 80.1 In calculating the p,k no use was made of  the 
recurrence rules (6.2). Instead, each Trk(n) was calculated by one-step 
iteration for the full range k ~< n ~ 80. Pn ~ is then given by the expression: 
k--1 I-x-] 
p,k = ~ Trk(,) + 2. (6.4) 
TABLE III 
9 n p4 5 
n Pn 
4 24 
5 44 120 
6 80 265 
7 144 579  
8 264 1265 
9 484  2783 
0 888 6208 
1 1632 13909 
2 3000 3133,7 
3 5516 70985 
4 10144 161 545 
5 18656 369024 
6 34312 945825 
7 63108 1944295 
8 116072 4480285 
9 213489 10345391 
20 392664 23930320 
21 722220 55435605 
22 1328368 128577253 
23 2443248 298529333 
24 4493832 693719721 
25 8265444 1613210120 
26 15202520 37536800?3  
27 27961792 8738534315 
28 51429752 20351593033 
29 94594060 47413960239 
30 173985600 110493496000 
31 320009408 257554298237 
32 588589064 600461257153 
33 1082584069 1400137840901 
34 1991182536 3265233034153 
35 3662355664 7615618814224 
36 6736122264 17763788672801 
37 12389660460 41437979192207 
38 22788138384 96669268315445 
39 41913921104 225528042506783 
40 77091719944 526176021985040 
41 141793779428 1227656161072741 
42 260799420472 2864408771220541 
43 479684919840 6683494790459725 
44 882278119736 15594835643721729 
45 1622762460044 36388576774825368 
46 2984725499616 84909285534204617 
47 5489766079392 198129952371792787 
48 10097254039048 462326806604733857 
49 18571745618052 1078825773054906175 
50 34158765736488 2517423468953148608 
Table continued 
a Our results are in complete agreement with previously published values calculated 
using a program by P. J. Nikolai for the range 3 < n < 15, 3 < k < 7. The table 
appears in reference [6], p. 262. 
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The results for the various Trk(n) were then checked by verifying the 
recurrence rules (6.2). It should be added that Tables II and III are 
reproduced directly from the computer printouts; it is hoped that 
transcription errors have thereby been avoided. 



























































































































































































































































































































49 1 23691 26326061 87071 20547704 


































TABLE III (continued) 
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TABLE IV: This table gives the approximate value of the "maximal" 
positive root pmax(k, r) for each of the characteristic equationsf~k(x) = 0, 
r ) 1. That such a root exists follows from the Frobenius Theorem on real, 
irreducible non-negative matrices [3, Vol. II, p. 50 ft.]. The fact that the Hr k 
are irreducible is a direct corollary of  Theorem IV which shows, inter alia, 
that (Hrk) ~-1 is a positive matrix. 
TABLE 1V 
MAXIMAL ROOT pmax(k, r) OF ilk(x) = 0 
k r pmax(k, r) 
4 1 1.83929 
5 1 1.92756 
2 2.33355 
6 1 1.96595 
2 2.60771 
7 1 1.98358 
2 2.76284 
3 3.06177 
8 1 1.99196 
2 2.85335 
3 3.36009 




Since pmax also has the maximum modulus, it is to be expected that the 
ratio T~k(n + 1)/Trk(n) will approach pmax(k, r) as n --~ oo. This is indeed 
observed; in fact, the ratio is seen to approach pmax monotonically from a 
certain point on. Furthermore, the term in (6.4) with the largest value 
of r (=  [(k - -  1)/2]) soon becomes dominant, so that in the limit one expects 
Pn+l __+ Pmax (k, as n --+ oo. (6.5) 
Pn k 
This behavior could probably be demonstrated without undue difficulty for 
general k; a closer algebraic analysis would undoubtedly serve to prove 
the van der Waerden conjecture for cyclic (0, 1) matrices, namely, 
pn~ l n !  k ~ 
/-----n~- >~ 1. (6.6) 
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(The proof can easily be carried out for k = 3, 4; in these cases no 
explicit use need be made of pmax.) We have not, however, pursued this 
matter since, with regard to their permanents, cyclic (0, 1) matrices are 
not minimal in the set of all (0, 1) matrices of given n and given common 
row and column sum k. Thus the proof of (6.6) would not contribute 
much to the solution of the general problem. 
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